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Announces Strategic Partnership

Group photo session to commemorate the strategic

partnership with DiNapoli’s Leading Indicators, aimed

at empowering traders with advanced tools and

insights

CEO of EBC Financial Group (UK) Ltd, David Barrett

(right) and Joe DiNapoli (left) at the strategic

partnership signing ceremony, revolutionising CFD

trading with DiNapoli’s Leading Indicators.

EBC Financial Group (EBC) is pleased to

announce the successful conclusion of

its event, "Revolutionising CFD Trading

with DiNapoli’s Leading Indicators."

This event marked a significant

milestone in the world of CFD trading,

featuring a signing ceremony with

renowned trader and author, Joe

DiNapoli, and was attended by a

distinguished audience of international

and local media, KOLs, VIP clientele,

industry specialists, and business

leaders.

The event highlighted the strategic

partnership between EBC Financial

Group and DiNapoli’s leading

indicators, integrating DiNapoli’s

renowned trading approach into the

CFD trading realm. EBC, celebrated for

its rapid order execution, institutional-

grade liquidity access, and robust

security systems, is a premier global

financial services provider. With top-

tier regulatory licenses from the UK,

Australia, and the Cayman Islands, EBC

offers compliant, professional, and

efficient trading services. This alliance

aims to provide investors with

advanced insights and tools to master

effective trading strategies in today’s

dynamic market.

https://www.ebc.com/?utm_source=PR&amp;utm_medium=MKTPW&amp;utm_campaign=thae&amp;utm_content=OA2024237


An interactive discussion with distinguished panelists

engaging with the audience to discuss professional

trading techniques and market behaviour.

Regulatory Insights: Enhancing Global

Market Stability

David Barrett, CEO of EBC Financial

Group’s UK and Cayman entities, EBC

Financial Group (UK) Ltd and EBC

Financial Group (Cayman) Limited,

opened the event with an insightful

overview of the regulatory landscape

affecting financial brokerages. He

detailed the role of key regulators in

maintaining system stability and

integrity across various jurisdictions.

Barrett highlighted the significant

evolution of the regulatory

environment, noting that many less

stringent jurisdictions previously

attracted those who preferred easier regulations. However, he emphasised that since the

financial crisis, there has been a concerted effort to elevate these jurisdictions to higher

compliance standards. “This shift has resulted in a more robust and reliable regulatory

framework worldwide,” Barrett concluded.

56 Years of Trading Wisdom

The event saw acclaimed trader and author of “Trading with DiNapoli Levels,” Joe DiNapoli, share

his extensive trading knowledge gained over his 56-year career. DiNapoli, renowned for his

accurate market predictions, captivated audiences with his unique insights on market trends,

technical analysis, and the evolution of trading strategies. His seminal book, which has been

translated into twelve languages, has influenced traders worldwide. Over the decades, DiNapoli

has successfully forecasted significant market events, including the 1987 market crash and

various critical turning points in the S&P futures market.

Reflecting on a pivotal moment in his career, he remarked, “I was listening to my colleagues and

thought, wouldn’t it be invaluable if we could predict where gold would be overbought tomorrow

or where the S&P would be oversold?” This revelation underscored the critical importance of

predictive indicators in trading, highlighting their potential to provide traders with a competitive

edge by anticipating market movements accurately.

DiNapoli emphasised the critical importance of execution in trading, stating, “Great execution,

great execution, great execution is so important. This was 42 years ago and still the industry

does not teach leading indicators. We do, they don’t.” He illustrated how his use of advanced

indicators like the MACD predictor and the Detrended Oscillator Predictor (DOP) transformed his

approach, allowing him to forecast overbought and oversold levels with remarkable accuracy.



This pioneering work has provided traders with tools to improve their trading precision and

decision-making. DiNapoli stressed the necessity of using advanced indicators to stay ahead in

the market.

Practical Strategies with DiNapoli Levels

Lawrence Smart, a DiNapoli expert and trading educator from Australia, shared his practical

application of DiNapoli Levels in trading. Reflecting on his 17-year trading journey, Smart

explained how various methods, such as moving averages and trend trading, offered mixed

results and lacked precision.

Smart emphasised the importance of risk reduction in trading: “What this did for me was provide

clarity, boost my confidence, and reduce my risk. In trading, reducing risk is imperative. To put

money on the line, especially substantial amounts, you need confidence and belief in your

trading method. Without confidence in your method, you won't trade effectively.” Smart

highlighted the effectiveness of using leading indicators to anticipate market movements,

enabling traders to make informed decisions, manage trades more precisely and mitigate risks.

Through a detailed walkthrough of a real EURUSD trade, Smart demonstrated how to use leading

indicators to enter the market with precision.

Analysing Japan’s Currency Depreciation

Pieter van Wyk, a professional trader and hedge fund manager, provided an in-depth analysis of

Japan’s strategies for managing currency depreciation. “The practice of borrowing at low interest

rates to invest in higher-yielding assets can lead to a depreciation of the currency over the

medium term. This phenomenon is currently observed with the Yen.”

Van Wyk’s analysis offered a comprehensive understanding of macroeconomic influences on

trading and the implications of the Bank of Japan’s policy adjustments. He discussed the

significant impact of the carry trade on the Yen’s value and how real rate differences between

countries affect currency strength. Van Wyk demonstrated how traders could identify key points

of intervention and assess the long-term stability of the Yen.

Trading Insights with Monchai Kongthanapakdi

Monchai Kongthanapakdi, a DiNapoli expert in Thailand, addressed frequently asked questions

about professional trading, offering deep insights into the intricacies of market behaviour. "What

does a professional trader do? How do they listen to the market? What is their mindset? What

are their triggers? What do they wait for?" Kongthanapakdi explored the mindset and techniques

that set successful traders apart, emphasising the importance of listening to the market’s subtle

signals and understanding its dynamics.

EBC remains dedicated to fostering collaborative knowledge across geographical boundaries.



This event not only underscored the importance of advanced trading tools but also reinforced

EBC Financial Group’s unwavering commitment to empowering traders with the knowledge and

resources needed to excel in the financial markets. By continually providing innovative solutions

and exceptional service, EBC leads the way in supporting traders and clients worldwide.

###

About EBC Financial Group

Founded in the esteemed financial district of London, EBC Financial Group (EBC) is renowned for

its comprehensive suite of services that includes financial brokerage, asset management, and

comprehensive investment solutions. With offices strategically located in prominent financial

centres, such as London, Sydney, Hong Kong, Tokyo, Singapore, the Cayman Islands, Bangkok,

Limassol, and more, EBC caters to a diverse clientele of retail, professional, and institutional

investors worldwide.

Recognised by multiple awards, EBC prides itself on adhering to the leading levels of ethical

standards and international regulation. EBC Financial Group (UK) Limited is regulated by the UK's

Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), EBC Financial Group (Australia) Pty Ltd is regulated by

Australia's Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC), and EBC Financial Group (Cayman)

Limited is regulated by the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority (CIMA).

At the core of EBC Group are seasoned professionals with over 30 years of profound experience

in major financial institutions, having adeptly navigated through significant economic cycles from

the Plaza Accord to the 2015 Swiss franc crisis. EBC champions a culture where integrity, respect,

and client asset security are paramount, ensuring that every investor engagement is treated with

the utmost seriousness it deserves.

EBC is the Official Foreign Exchange Partner of FC Barcelona, offering specialised services in

regions such as Asia, LATAM, the Middle East, Africa, and Oceania. EBC is also a partner of United

to Beat Malaria, a campaign of the United Nations Foundation, aiming to improve global health

outcomes. Starting February 2024, EBC supports the 'What Economists Really Do' public

engagement series by Oxford University's Department of Economics, demystifying economics,

and its application to major societal challenges to enhance public understanding and dialogue.
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